
Bahrain Airport Service
PO.Box – 22285
Kingdom Of Bahrain

RFQ Number : ENC - 436
RFQ Date        :02/01/2023
Delivery Date:01/04/2023
Contact          :Fadhel Abbas Al-Saqer
Telephone     :0973 17 321524

Quotation Deadline :15/01/2023
ctender@bas.com

The RFQ number must be quoted on all correspondence pertaining to this request for quotation

Fadhel Abbas Al-Saqer
Purchasing Officer - Catering

Nos ITEM CODE DESCRIPTION UOM QUANTITY REMARKS

1 CP00010000 EGG WHOLE PASTEURISED FROZEN 1X2X5 KGS CTN 22500

Remarks:
Your proposal should clearly state the details of the product you are quoting for.

Your proposal should clearly state the validity date, expected delivery time and payment terms.

Please confirm receipt of this request within 48 hours, and indicate whether or not your firm will be
participating in the tender process by e-mailing: marwa.alali@bas.com.bh

For confidentiality purposes: proposals to be sent by e-mail to our tender e-mail address at
ctender@bas.com.bh, and not to be copied to any other party and to reach us no later than the closing
date mentioned in the RFQ.

All proposals MUST ONLY contain our tender reference number (ENC-436) and your company's name in
the subject heading' which will allow us to identify which suppliers have submitted quotations without
having to open the contents of the e-mails and your quotation not be copied to any other party,
otherwise it will be disqualified.

Please indicate production and expire date and all items should reach catering stores having minimum 8
months shelf life.

The stated quantity is for 9 months and delivery will be every month without effecting shelf life of the
product. You have to submit your samples with your quotation.

The quantity will be estimated and final quantity will be based on local purchase order.

Alternative products and sizes other than the above should be clearly specified.

“Please ensure you activate the request for delivery receipt in your email tracking option to enable a
formal acknowledgment of receipt to your response (please get your IT department help if needed).
Otherwise BAS cannot guarantee the receipt of your email”.
Our Company’s standard terms and conditions for submitting quotation are provided on our website:
www.bas.com.bh    From time to time this website may also provide further associated information. To views
these details, please access pages under the Tender menu of the web site.
www.bas.com.bh
This is a computerised document and as part of a course of trading between BAS and suppliers, is valid without an
original signature.
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